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This video tutorial explains how to color with colored pencils and improve your abilities :) Participates in the first time the author's competition from Jackie Lohrey Quicken financial management software, with all its capabilities, instructions and options can be insurmountable, especially for a new user. Everything looks equally important, and everything looks
like you have to master it right now. Before diving in and starting the process of using accounts, creating reports and filling in budget amounts, it is important to learn a few basic concepts that can help you optimize Quicken for your individual needs. One of the most important concepts to understand is how to use categories and tags to track transactions in
your account. A Quicken category is a label, such as groceries or household, that defines a broad group of revenue and expense transactions. Use one category for each transaction to keep track of how you earn and spend money. For example, all grocery purchases, no matter where you buy them, go under the grocery category, and all income, regardless
of source, goes to the Revenue category. Use a subcategory to provide more organization and details within a category and to help create a budget. This is especially useful in a category like Auto, where you have several types of costs. Creating fuel, maintenance and registration subcategories makes it much easier to see where your money is going. Tags
are like keywords. They allow you to track transactions within and between groups by category. For example, if you want to keep track of the money you spend on incidental expenses for a child in college, create a label with the child's name and then apply it to the relevant category or subcategory, such as groceries, Automatic: Fuel or Phone: Mobile Phone.
Quicken comes with multiple built-in categories that cover many standard elements. Not all built-in categories are visible from the Category List window, as much of what you see depends on the information you give Quicken during setup. Before you create a new category, access quicken's built-in categories and see if something suitable is already there. To
access built-in categories, select Tools from the main menu, and then select Category List. Click the Add Categories button, select the categories you want to add from the menu on the left side of the screen, and click the Add button. Click OK to finish and return to the category list. To add a new category or subcategory, click the New button in the Category
List window, create a name for the category or subcategory, provide an optional description, and specify the type of category, such as revenue, cost, or subcategory. If you select Subcategory, use field next to the selection to specify the name of the primary category. To create a new label, select Tools from the main menu, and then select Tag List. Click the
New button at the top of the window and enter a name and optional description for the tag. Ignore the Copy Number as As field applies only to the tracking of rental properties. Click OK to finish. Although it is possible to create categories, subcategories and tags on the go, this is not always a good option, especially if you are disappointed or are just trying to
make it suitable. Putting thought into the categories, subcategories, and tags you use can make Quicken work better and more efficiently. Use categories, subcategories, and labels in trade repositories to identify and organize revenue and expenses. For example, in a check account register, after you have entered the recipient and the check amount, click the
drop-down box under the beneficiary's name to select the category or subcategory of the transaction. Tab above or click in the next box to select the appropriate label from the drop-down list. At the end of the month, make a report that will show a breakdown by revenue/expense by category, subcategory, and label. For example, to run a standard Quicken
cost report, click Reports from the main menu. Select Cost, and then Walk by Categories to see the report and the accompanying chart. The Cost report is the default for one of the dates listed, so adjust the date parameters as needed. A Thanksgiving scene that's all too familiar: You're still walking away in the hot kitchen with your apron, trying to make a
table mashed potatoes while putting the finishing touches to your Thanksgiving dessert. There's no doubt that your culinary genius will wow your family, but the kids aren't cooperating during a last-minute shout. I am bored! Why can't I just watch the Challenges on YouTube on my iPad? Before you get into a cave in the insane technology, try a bust of a few
sheets of plain white computer paper, plus a packet of washing markers, and challenge your restless crew to create these so simple DIY hand turkeys - the easiest of easy thanksgiving crafts for kids. We are conveniently mapped exact step by step tutorial below. But what if you have extra buttons, sequins, feathers, pompoms, stickers or glitter kicking
around the closet for art and crafts? Spelling out this bird - we sprinkled the glitter for the buckle of the hat and glued for less eyes for the truck. Another genius mom hack: You can turn your masterpieces into placeweddings to make the perfect settings for the Thanksgiving table. Just let each child write his name on his drawing, then nudge him to exercise
some independence and place the children's table with pride while they are on it. Pro tip: You may want to upgrade to a thicker map for the on-site project. It is more durable and can go off from dinner to dessert. It's bubbling, ma'am! Advertising - Continue reading under your masterpiece. Below, find step-by-step instructions to make this Thanksgiving craft.
You can also follow in the video above. Outline your hand. Take a new sheet of white computer paper and outline the outline of your hand with a sharp pencil. Tip: You may want to remove bracelets and for smoother lines ... unlike me! I admire your work. Wow! You followed your hand. Now draw a line to separate your feathers from the body of your turkey.
Color in the lines. Or don't! We followed the turkey in a brown marker, and then used crayons to have fun with the feathers. Blue? Draw wings and legs. Using the manufacturers, draw a wing on the body of the turkey and two small legs turkeys with their feet. Glue to a foolish eye. Glue one on, if you have them, otherwise an ordinary black dot with a marker
will do the job. Add the bird and move. Draw on the wolf and pour with red and orange markers. Then impress your friends with the fact that you actually know what these turkeys are called. Put on a festive hat. Draw it in a black marker, run a line of glue for the lock, sprinkle with glitter and shake. Your masterpiece is served! This content is created and
supported by a third party and imported on this page to help users provide their email addresses. You may be able to find more information about this and similar content piano.io Keen to learn how to draw? This post has everything you need to get started, with a diverse range of drawing lessons designed to thin out your artistic skills, regardless of your
abilities. These lessons include everything from drawing animals and parts of the human body to flowers and other parts of the environment - just use opposite links to jump to those you're interested in. We included a combination of video tutorials and written step-by-step guides that give you a real chance to navigate different elements of drawing. Even
experienced professionals have more to learn, so there is probably at least one area that always slaps you (noses, maybe).). This could be your chance to make this breakthrough. Keep this post and come back when you find yourself stuck or want to sharpen your skills in a different area. Some of these drawing lessons use digital tools, while others cover
more traditional methods - there are plenty of skills to learn from both (if you want some new kit, see our guide to the best pencils). And if you want to track your results to really hone your pencil skills, check out our best articles about lightboxes. Working with Adobe Illustrator? Don't miss our round of illustrator's best tutorials from across the web. And if you
are after sketching tips specifically, then be sure to read our sketching tips from the experts. Download Adobe Illustrator How to do: AnimalsHow to make a dogDraw a dog that is realistically and anatomically corrected Kate Oleska offers an easy step-by-step guide on how to make a dog covering the key rules to follow to ensure that your dog drawing is
realistically and anatomically correct. Different dogs may look very different, but under this skin they are structurally similar. So even if your chosen dog is not like the one in the drawing above, this step-by-step guide will come in handy. Top tips for capturing realistic furry cats The key to realistic cat is the understanding that under all fluffy skin is a solid
structure. Learn how to draw a cat once and for all by following this easy, step-by-step guide from Kate Oleska. There are also more useful tips for developing your drawing skills, walking through how to observe and sketch cats, as well as how to recognize the inner skeleton. How to draw a foal better horses with a clear understanding of horse anatomy and
mechanics Horses are notoriously difficult to capture. There is no mass of skin to hide behind, there are all sorts of difficult corners of the head, and the skeleton works differently with what we are usually used to. Besides, you were wrong, and your horse is going to start to look comical fast. Learn how to draw a horse that looks realistic in this easy-to-follow
tutorial that comes with a useful video. How to draw a wolf Learn how to draw a wolf with this easy-to-track video tutorial Next, this is the king of all canines – how to make a wolf. Believe it or not, there are many differences between dogs and wolves, so not only accept, because you can paint one, you can draw the other. In this video tutorial, Masae Seki
explains how these canine breeds differ before going through the process of drawing a side view of a standing wolf. As a bonus, there are also instructions on how to add a winter coat for these chilly months. How to draw a birdThis how to draw a lesson for birds is a step-by-step guide to drawing a side view of a bird, using American Robin as an example.
Finally, the guide will cover the fine details, such as facial, leg and, most importantly, feathers. There are also tips on how to draw a bird with open wings. How to draw a lionThis step-by-step lesson will guide you through how to make a lion - in particular, a side view of a male African lion. You will start by establishing the skeletal structure, then proceed to
sketching in shape and finally add details to create an accurate representation of a lion. Isn't that exciting enough for you? This tutorial will also touch the best way to describe a lion roars. How to draw an elephant Learn how to draw the largest land animal Capturing the largest terrestrial animal in the world with this in-depth video tutorial on how to draw an
elephant. Start by blocking shapes and covering the main anatomy, then proceed to carving the elephant's mass and body shape before immersing yourself in the details of this beautiful animal skin. How to draw a bearFollow this lesson to draw a realistic bear You want to learn how to draw a bear that does not look like a teddy bear? This drawing lesson
offers pro tips for getting anatomy right, so you can create a plausible bear. How to make a dragonKnows and back (photo credit: Alex Stone)Learn how to make a dragon, one of a staple creative fantasy. Fantasy. The guide is full of 16 pro tips to help you prepare your own unique dragon. From the use of color to the back of it, this advice covers everything
you need to know. Top tips for drawing skinUse splashes type texture brushes to mix elements and give the illusion of fur with fur can be difficult to paint effectively. In this set of pro tips, concept artist Mikael Leger takes you through how to paint fur of a large beast using Photoshop. How to make feathersTop tips for giving feathers 3D coating (Image credit:
Ivan Jones)This guide on how to make feathers will there be drawing feathers with a three-dimensional coating, using crayons. This will take you through using accents and shading to finish your feathers, making them look super-realistic. How to make cartoon animals Discover how to add personality to creatures and characters that will make viewers care
After learning how to draw animals, you need to know how to make them work effectively within your paintings. This series of expert advice gives you a great understanding of drawing cartoon animals with personality, and how to use body language to tell a story with your creatures. How to do: PeopleHow to make a personWhich kind of artist you are, to
learn how to make a human form is a basic skill that will serve you well. In this brilliant video tutorial, hero designer and illustrator Masae Seki will teach you how to make a person who is realistic and anatomically correct. How to draw eyesThis told step-by-step lesson for beginners goes through exactly how to draw an eye. It's easy to follow and you'll have
to paint realistic eyes in no time – no matter how good (or bad) you are in them now. How to make a figure Making a complete human figure is not an easy feat. In this almost hour video tutorial, discover how to make a female figure covering basic aspects, including figure proportions, gestures, poses and lines of liquid. How to make muscles Learn how to
make accurate muscles (Photo credit: Patrick J Jones)Learn how to make muscles on the go and harness the power of gesture with this useful step-by-step guide by artist Patrick J Jones. How to make a faceOther tutorial for beginners, this video explains how to make faces from scratch. You will learn how to draw both female faces and male faces, and you
will also find out how to show your characters by making only a few simple changes. How to draw a noseThis step-by-step guide shows you exactly how to draw the nose are notoriously difficult to get properly. In this lesson, Kate Oleska breaks the process into simple steps. It uses oils, but the steps are suitable for any environment. How to draw hairThis
detailed video goes through how to make hair. It's a long video – but you don't have to watch it in one sitting and to scroll forward. If you want to understand how other artists draw hair, it is worth a watch. How to draw handsMany artists struggle to draw hands Learning to create realistically realistic is a stumbling block for many artists. This fantastic tutorial
breaks the process into easy steps, so you'll draw realistic hands in no time. It also has some bonus lessons for drawing hands. How to draw a handBe sure of the hands! (Photo credit: Patrick J Jones) Hands get a lot of attention, but it's also important to get your hands fixed. In this tutorial, Patrick J Jones explains how to make a hand with the right
proportions and muscle structure. Add energy to your life drawingsIn some life in figure drawings (Photo credit: Patrick J Jones)In this more advanced tutorial, Patrick J Jones will show you how to make a figure with a sense of energy and movement. You will need to have the basic skills nailed before you go to this guide, but this is a great way to expand your
figure drawing technique. How to capture more interesting posesSe a little more challenging poses with this advanced tutorial (Photo credit: Patrick J Jones)Mastered drawing a figure? Push your skills further by exploring more challenging poses. In this guide, Patrick J Jones offers tips to help you incorporate the effects of gravity and compression into your
figure drawings. How to draw a pen and ink Learn to have confidence in drawing a pen and ink (Image credit: Andrew Mar)This expert guide will guide you through some pen and ink tips. With tips such as launching the miniature project on how to use shadows for maximum impact, this guide will improve your character drawing skills in no time. (If you're an
accelerating character, why not look at our character design tips?) How to draw: NatureHow to draw a rose with another name would be just as complicated to do You may know how to draw flowers usually, but do you know to draw a rose? This is one of the most popular flowers around, but many artists hit a wall when trying to figure it out - here's a step-by-
step guide on nailing how to make a rose. How to paint a landscapeGetting some top tips for creating an atmospheric landscape in crayons This lesson walks however how to create an atmospheric landscape using chalk crayons, including how to create intensity and use accents effectively. How to make waterAk want to learn how to make water, this super
short tutorial has some great tips. Give him a watch if you need to know how to make realistic drops of water. Related articles: articles:
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